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	The availability of geographic and geo-spatial information and services, especially
	on the openWeb, has become abundant in the last several yearswith the proliferation
	of online maps, geo-coding services, geospatial Web services and geospatially enabled
	applications. Concurrently, the need for geo-spatial reasoning has significantly
	increased in many everyday applications ranging from personal digital assistants, to
	Web search applications and local aware mobile services, to specialized systems in
	critical applications such as emergency response, medical triaging, and intelligence
	analysis to name a few. In response to the required “intelligent” information
	processing capabilities, the field of Geospatial Semantics has emerged as an exciting
	new discipline in the recent years. Broadly speaking geospatial semantics can
	be defined as the area that focuses on the semantics aspect in geographic and
	geo-spatial information processing i.e., where we can provide “meaning” to and
	intelligence in such information systems. This new area brings together researchers
	from many different disciplines such as geographic and geo-spatial information
	science, artificial intelligence – in particular the Semantic Web, and information
	systems. Alternate descriptions of what geospatial semantics is about can be stated
	as being the sub-area of geographic or geospatial information systems that deals
	with knowledge driven or intelligent processing techniques, or the particular domain
	application of semantics technologies that deal with the geographic and geospatial
	domain.Work in this area was initiated just a few years ago by visionary researchers
	who foresaw the need for expanding erstwhile individual disciplines such as GIS or
	the Semantic Web. Despite being a nascent field by age, we have seen a prolific
	amount of activity in all arenas, be it basic research, technical product development,
	community efforts such as developing standards, or the realization of real-world
	applications powered by such technologies.
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Raspberry Pi for Secret Agents - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Turn your Raspberry Pi into your very own secret agent toolbox with this set of exciting projects


	About This Book

	
		Turn your Raspberry Pi into a multipurpose secret agent gadget for audio/video surveillance, Wi-Fi exploration, or playing pranks on your friends
	
		Detect an intruder on camera...
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Securing Citrix XenApp Server in the EnterpriseSyngress Publishing, 2008
Secure Citrix Presentation Server, which runs on 99% of Fortune 500 Networks!     

       Citrix Presentation Server allows remote users to work off a network server as if they weren't remote. That means: Incredibly fast access to data and applications for users, no third party VPN connection, and no latency issues. All of these features...
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2D Object Detection and Recognition: Models, Algorithms, and NetworksMIT Press, 2002
This book is about detecting and recognizing 2D objects in gray-level images. Howare
models constructed? Howare they trained? What are the computational approaches to
efficient implementation on a computer? And finally, how can some of these computations
be implemented in the framework of parallel and biologically plausible neural...
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Learning System Center App ControllerPackt Publishing, 2015

	Design, implement, and manage System Center App Controller


	About This Book

	
		Manage application services using System center App controller
	
		Move Virtual Machines from on-premises to Microsoft Azure Cloud, Managing Private Cloud, and Public Microsoft Azure Cloud
	
		Step-by-step...
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CSS Cookbook, 2nd EditionO'Reilly, 2006
As the industry standard method for enriching the presentation of HTML-based web pages, Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) allow you to give web pages more structure and a more sophisticated look. But first, you have to get past CSS theory and resolve real-world problems. 

For those all-too-common dilemmas that...
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Emerging Technologies in Wireless LANs: Theory, Design, and Deployment (Cambridge Concise Histories)Cambridge University Press, 2007
"Over the past 20 years, wireless LANS have grown from technical curiosity to a mainstream technology widely installed across residential, enterprise, and even municipal networks. The mobility and convenience of wireless has been augmented by the advanced throughput and range performance available in today's products, extending the reach of...
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